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A Word About Sustainability
BY: M ARK MILLER

It is perhaps better to consider Sustainability in business as a

from political to the general public need to be assured we are

continuum. What does this mean?

better set for the future.

An organisation can have a low sustainability (often

Where are we now though? In transition is the best definition

characterised as ‘unsustainable’) or it can have high

it seems. In the past there has been a waiting and relying for

sustainability in its business practice. The point being that there

government to regulate and tax. Could this be seen as business

can be progression from one to the other as well as regression

evading responsibility? We now see emerging the leadership of

the other way.

business, at all levels, with regards to Sustainability.

There is a view that a more sustainable approach will make a

As an example, BT have a fleet of 33000 vehicles which will

business more resilient to significant change. In difficult times,

switch to full electric by 2030. The majority of which will have

whether pandemic or recession, the logic is that retrenchment

occurred by the second half of the decade. They are also

is the approach. Shore up the defences, do not attempt anything

enabling their Tier 1 suppliers to go for Net Zero carbon. It is

new or risky, do what you must to survive. In effect accept defeat

worth reminding ourselves that a large business is not isolated.

and wait as long as possible.

It has an extensive supply chain, over which it exerts purchasing
influence. This will ripple down the supply chain, as will the

In fact, evidence is mounting that this is not happening. The

requirement to meet sustainability targets.

assumption that Sustainability can be sidelined for survival
and recovery needs to be revisited. In many organisations the

As a supplier do you pre-empt this and promote your

opposite has been the case. The shock of a pandemic and the

sustainability credentials or wait to react? Do you lead or do you

economic fall-out has pushed Sustainability along. Stakeholders,

follow?

SUSTAINABILITY SYSTEM OF INTEREST
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Do you acquire the benefits of resilience and recognition in a

So, what do we do?

crowded and changing supply chain environment?

We change, as we always have. We seek help to transition where
we need it. Sustainability is not a dark art – it is what we do

The cynical, but not untrue, belief that the real arbiter is price

(sometimes well, sometimes not). Every business deals with

is being modified. Low price with low resilience in the supply

change or it would not be a going concern. Though it may appear

chain is high risk. It means empty shelves, unstocked stores,

daunting at the moment, there is a clear pathway. Collaboration

interrupted production and so forth. Procurement practice may

and partnership hold the key. The transition of dark art policy to

to a large extent be trapped in the past, but that can be fixed.

real operations is where it all comes together.

A light pass over the news feeds shows that technology is
developing across the spectrum to solve energy and resource
low sustainability positions. To underestimate human ingenuity
(including new ways to make a profit) is to walk backwards into
the future.
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Electric vehicle charging points
Top tips to help with your planning
BY: PHIL BENNE T T

Following the announcement by Boris Johnson that new cars

offerings, with more competitive prices expected to be ready for

and vans powered wholly by petrol and diesel will not be sold in

the new government target of 2030.

the UK from 2030, we have put together some top tips that you
should consider when planning for the install of charge points.

From a business viewpoint, charge points at the workplace are
likely to become an increasingly important facility for employees

The electric car market is growing quickly, with more than

and will likely become an important facet of attracting and

164,100 pure-electric cars on UK roads at the end of September

retaining employees in future. While visitors will factor charge

2020 - and over 373,600 plug-in models including plug-in hybrids

point availability into business decisions, from short term

(PHEVs). These numbers are set to increase dramatically in

meeting plans to long-term strategic decisions on location. For

coming years as sales are ramped up in line with manufacturer

businesses with EV fleets, it will be an essential operating factor.

There are multiple considerations to take into account when arranging the procurement and install of charge points.
Below are some of the most pertinent, although this list is not exhaustive:

SITING

USERS AND FEES

For a multi-site operation, which of your sites require points
installing? Which sites are the priority for points to be installed?
Where on site will they be located?

Who will use the points, and do you plan to charge a fee
for use?

• The further points are sited from the incoming power,
the higher the cost.
• Are you happy to designate those spaces to electric vehicles
permanently?
• Do you want free-standing or wall/pole mounted units? Wall
mounted are generally lower cost but not always practical.
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• What will the initial take-up be? How many staff presently
have use of an EV vehicle? How many do you plan to have in
the near future?
• Do you have any EV fleet vehicles that require their own
reserved charge point?
• Do you require restricted access or open to all company
employees/visitors/public?
• Do you plan to charge for use to some/all users?
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OWNERSHIP

SAFETY & SIGNAGE

Do you want to own the charge points? If so, how would you like
to pay for them?

How will you alert visitors to the points and protect them from
damage?

• Capital investment vs rental?
• Recoup cost via charge point fees?
• Enhanced capital allowances available.

•
•
•
•

CHARGING SPEED AND POWER AVAILABILITY

INSTALLATION

What charging speed do you require? Does your power
supply have the available capacity to cope with your charger
requirements?

How will you install – via the supplier or do you have your own
contractors/in-house capability?

• Slow, fast or rapid? From 8 hours + down to 30 minutes.
• The faster the charge point, the more drivers able to charge
per day, but also increased power demand and a higher cost
per charge point.
• Present power demand vs expected should be reviewed and
capacity upgrades requested where needed.

Protective barriers
Ramps
Signs
Online EV charge maps

• It is possible to arrange your contractor to do most of the
install, or would it be simpler and more cost effective to
install via the supplier?
• The supplier may need to attend site to commission
the units.

SOFTWARE

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

What capabilities do you require for the end user?
For example:

• Benefit in kind implications.
• Capital allowance implications – the government recently
announced an extension on the Enhanced Capital Allowances
for companies investing in electric vehicle charge points to
2023.
• Effect on business rates.
• Grant availability.
• Maintenance Contracts.

• Different payment options
• Access via smartphone or RFID card.
• Driver alert systems when car is charged or driver waiting.
What capabilities do you require for the back-office software?
For example:
• Different payment options; pre and post pay.
• Flexible Tariffs; Different rates for members/non-members,
peak/off-peak, set prices based on time or kWh use, apply
start-up/overstay fees.
• Data access.
• Send messages to individual users.

Next Steps
Hopefully we have given you some food for thought on
the range of options available for EV charging.
At Auditel, we can assess your requirements, find the
right suppliers and ensuring you procure the Best Value
solution for your needs.
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The Current State of the Insurance Market
B Y : S C OT T I N G H A M

Turbulent times are here in the insurance markets, are you

Uncertainty around Brexit

prepared for stormy weather?

The impact of Brexit is more of an operational and
administrative one for insurers and brokers. From the client’s

Even before the advent of the Coronavirus, two major factors

perspective, specifically, this will affect those with global

were already impacting upon the global insurance industry,

insurance programmes including countries within the EU area

namely, the beginning of a hardening market and the potential

and are likely to entail additional charges for local policy issue

results of Brexit.

where previously the Freedom of Services agreement could
be utilised.

The market is hardening
After 15 years of a “soft” market, premium rates are on the

Insurers are restricting coverage

increase primarily because of reduced capacity, insurers

Matrix is seeing examples where insurers are removing cover.

withdrawing from certain market sectors that they now consider

For example, in the case of some D&O renewals (particularly in

to be unattractive and poor global claims experience.

the SME sector), cover such as Employment Practices Liability
extensions is being removed, or even, in some cases, Corporate

Currently, these developments are particularly noticeable for

Legal Liability cover is being declined.

specific risks such as Directors’ & Officers’ Liability (D&O),
Professional Indemnity, Cyber and Construction, with premium

In addition, increased excesses may also become more

increases of anything from 100% to 1000% being seen. This

common, particularly for companies with US exposures.

pricing volatility is likely to spread to other areas of the market
as it continues to harden.

Insurance renewals are taking longer to complete
The process of purchasing or renewing an insurance programme

Reductions in capacity and withdrawal from sectors (for

is very much founded on the broker’s relationship with

example, food risks) also mean that, increasingly, brokers

underwriters. Consequently, the substantial communication

are unable to place certain risks with a single insurer as has

issues presented by the current pandemic pose a fundamental

previously been the most common practice. Instead they are

challenge for insurers and brokers alike when seeking to

having to undertake “split” placements involving two or more

transact business.

insurers.

UK INSURANCE RENEWAL RATES 2012 TO 2020
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Many insurance broking personnel and underwriters have no
experience of operating in a hardening marketplace and this is
exacerbating the problems clients are now facing.
A further factor is that many insurers have established back
offices in places such as Eastern Europe and India where
facilities for homeworking are not as developed as they are in
the UK.
The net result has been a major “slowdown” in the transactional
insurance process as the broker and insurer teams have
transitioned to remote working. This was very apparent during
the recent fiscal year end renewals, which is the busiest period
for renewals. Insurers and brokers were hard pressed to finalise
renewals with existing clients, let alone carry out alternative
market exercises.

T H E B OT T O M L I N E - X M A S 2 0 2 0

The key message is that where you
are renewing an existing insurance
programme it is vital to allow the
maximum possible lead time to obtain
the best possible coverage and pricing
and to have a clear strategy. We
have seen many examples already
of very late delivery of bad news to
organisations with material cost and
cover implications for management to
deal with, and no time to address the
critical issues.
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What price is the Environment?
BY: M ARTIN WALLIS

The pandemic has challenged a lot of the ways we do things,

The approaches to waste which offer least environmental

and large scale on-site catering has been subject to more

impact are those at the top, and the ‘pre-Pandemic’ process –

change than most. For some, this has meant the logistical

crockery, cutlery and dishwasher – fits well with this.

challenge of delivering meals to residents at a distance from a
central kitchen, and alongside the physical distribution, this has

The packaging solution was to pay a premium price for a

brought about the need to procure packaging for hot meals.

‘recyclable and compostable’ food box, believing that those
credentials would mitigate the environmental impact at the

I was asked to review the packaging costs for a solution put

‘recycling’ level.

in place very quickly as a result of the pandemic, a solution
which had tried to balance expediency, cost and care for the

Once we understand processes, we can often shed new light

environment. As always, our objective is to look at the bigger

on procurement, and that was certainly the case here, as it is

picture and the processes involved, but in doing that, some hard

unlikely that the boxes would be recycled or composted. Food

questions had to be asked.

contamination from gravies and sauces would be extensive, so
it is unlikely the local authority would have the facility to clean

The framework for review was the application of the waste

them, fit for recycling. Energy from Waste, or even landfill is a

hierarchy. (see diagram below)

much more likely destination. Composting, too is unlikely - as
yet, there is very little industrial composting capacity in the UK.

The Waste Heirarchy

S TAG E S

INCLUDES

Prevention

Using less material in design and manufacture.
Keeping products for longer; reuse.
Using less hazardous material.

Preparing for reuse

Checking, cleaning, repairing, refurbishing, repair, whole items or
spare parts.

Recycling

Turning waste into a new suvstance or product, including
composting if it needs quality protocols.

Other Recovery

Including anaerobic digestion, incineration with energy recovery,
gasification and pyrolysis which produce energy (fuels, heat and
power) and materials from waste; some backfilling operations.

Disposal

Landfill and incineration without energy recovery.
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The recycling industry has made great strides over recent years,

Too often, there remains a dilemma, whether procuring

and some of the impacts are good. Separating food waste is

stationery or cleaning materials – should you pay more for a

often presented as a way to reduce cost, but perhaps it is more

product with lower environmental impact – and will that product

significant because the lack of food in the main bin means that

perform as effectively as the one it replaces?

more other waste can be recycled because it doesn’t become
contaminated.

Our 360 degree review recommended different packaging,
and while it may not be any easier to recycle, it is made from

The industry has even found a way to recycle disposable coffee

recycled materials, and comes at a significantly lower cost. We

cups (the problem is the plastic waterproof membrane), but

can leverage our extensive network of suppliers to meet your

it comes at a cost – full recycling is forecast to cost Costa

environmental and financial objectives too.

approaching £1m per annum, and to date, only a fraction of
Britain’s 2.5 billion cups are recycled each year.
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Document Management Strategies
B Y : A L E X S C OT T

The increased use of digital communications and Apps on PCs,

What can be done?

laptops, smart phones, and tablets has seen a major shift in the

No matter what the size of a printer/copier fleet is, significant

way consumers and organisations use and manage data and

sums of money can be saved.

information. It has significantly reduced the volume of printed
documents.

1. Implement a document management strategy
Identify the total cost of ownership. To do this, implement an

The present economic crisis has brought this issue into sharp

independent review of costs, usage, device location and need.

relief - with countless offices sitting empty and millions of office

Using resellers or manufacturers to specify equipment will

workers working from home. Hundreds of thousands of copiers

disadvantage you.

and printers are idle and probably will never be used again, yet it
costs companies unprecedented sums of money in monthly

2. Change supplier’s contracts

lease charges.

Most copier contracts are both onerous and often unscrupulous
and cost the client excessive amounts of money.

Most copier/printer contracts have either been oversold or are
not fit for purpose and costing the user significantly more than it

Auditel are experts at ‘unpicking’ existing copier contracts and

should.

renegotiating them to get a much better and fairer deal for the
client.

• Existing contracts overwhelmingly disadvantage SME’s
• Excessive overcharging on copier rates for mono and colour
pages are common
• Contracts have been unnecessarily extended to favour the
supplier and difficult to exit from

3. Framework Agreements
Public Sector Framework Agreements are available to buy a vast
range of goods and services, including MFD’s & printers, but
many organisations don’t have the knowledge to access them.

• Total cost of ownership is unknown
• Contracts are technically complex, and should therefore be
specified and tendered
• Evergreen contracts border on being fraudulent, definitely
unscrupulous

Auditel have developed a service to create easy access to use
an independent MFD Framework Agreement that achieves the
following objectives:
• Provides Auditel clients with transparent, safe contracts, with
none of the dubious clauses that dealers use
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• Provides the client with a choice of 3 market leading
manufacturers equipment to choose from
• Fixed pricing which speeds up analysis and cost saving
comparisons with the current set up
• Safeguards all Auditel clients for the duration of the contract

5. The Paperless Office
Reducing paper is the ultimate key to eliminating the costs
associated with printing and copying and this in turn can
improve productivity by 30%. Only 1% of EU businesses have a
virtually paperless office.

• More flexibility with T&C’s
• No hidden costs, value for money solutions, backed by HP,
Sharp & Xerox

• The average business paper usage is expanding by 25% a
year!
• The average office worker uses 45 sheets of paper a day –

4. Printer Cartridges
The cost of printer cartridges (ink and toner) is exorbitantly high,

half of which are thrown away!
• One billion photocopies are made every day

but there is now an effective alternative. In recent years, there
have been significant developments in creating fully compliant

Auditel are the UK’s leading independent Document

substitutes to original manufactured and branded products.

Management consultancy and can advise you on how to

These replacement consumable products are fully guaranteed,

significantly reduce the cost of printing and copying.

accredited with full ISO quality standards, and can offer savings
up to 50% (depending on printer device).
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The challenges over recent months have had a major impact on

surge in demand for online sales across most marketplaces.

the carriage and logistics landscape. In terms of sea shipping,

The carriers were not prepared for the pandemic, but they have

prices have taken a major hike driven by reduced availability and

adapted and coped well. Many have switched to 7-day services,

poor positioning of assets. We are finding that most agents are

delivery hours have been extended and signature proof of

proposing very similar rates in the markets therefore there is

delivery has been switched to photograph. Key challenges for

little financial incentive falling out of tender processes.

the carriers have been the capacity in drivers and vehicle fleet to
be able to service the increased demand.

Most carriers and agents are not prepared to fix their pricing
for longer than a month or three at most. It is not ideal to be

Key objectives for our clients during recent months have focused

reviewing sea shipping costs and trying to compare todays

on:

pricing against anything pre crisis as this will provide misleading
results. Our advice is for clients to sit tight, concentrate on

•

Contingency suppliers for all key carriage streams. We all

service, and wait for outlook to extend and sector conditions to

remember the collapse of Citylink and the detrimental effect

settle. Currently, having a long standing and valued relationship

that this had on their customers at the time, many of which

with your carrier could pay dividends in going the extra mile on

were unprepared. Having an integrated contingency supplier

the service front for you.

in place, with an active account set up is critically important
as we enter what many analysts predicted to be one of the

From a courier, pallet and postage perspective, to all extents
demand for these services have boomed during the recent

worst recessions in modern times.
•

Reduced headcount via furlough has seen an increase

pandemic, driven in the main by replenishing essential stores

in client interest and demand around management and

that have remained open and accommodating the massive

monitoring systems as clients seek to autonomise as many
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•

processes as possible. This could be portals and platforms

to be able to switch to a warehouse and pick / pack

that were always offered by incumbent carriers but never

solution that incurs costs and charges that are in line and

used, or third-party systems such as Metapack etc.

proportionate with sales activity.

A combination of reduced headcount and a surge in
demand has put massive strain on the customer service

Our overall view is that clients should be using this time

departments for all carriers. Our view here is that it is not

to review their carriage and logistics policy, including their

an ideal time to be assessing or making judgement on

approach, their profile, the carriers that they currently use and

this front. We are linked to all major carriers, and we know

services that they offer to clients. There are opportunities that

that they are doing their best under circumstances. In the

will come out of the crisis.

event that a client is setting up a contingency supplier

•

arrangement it is worth noting again, testing conditions

We predict that online sales will continue to grow, which on the

are not ideal and this needs to be taken into account when

basis that the rates for most carriage and logistics services are

considering the service.

volume driven, then we will be urging all of our clients to review

3PL warehousing has remained a buoyant industry

their pricing for potential cost savings in or around Q4 of 2020.

throughout the pandemic. It is an area that has grown

This can be done now, however we don’t believe clients will

exponentially over recent years and we predict that demand

achieve the optimum results until the sector regains stability,

will increase significantly post crisis. As businesses seek to

capacity for shipments increases and the carriers restore their

reduce headcount and fixed cost, it is logical and sensible

account manager team behind the scenes.
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Free mobile phone;
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B Y : D AV I D P O W E L L

Would you take a loan out from your banking provider at
25% repayment over 2 years?

2.

Purchase 2: Goods. Secondly you have the OPTION, it is
an option, to buy a new phone if you need one. However, if

This insight relates to an almost universally misunderstood

your current phone is working, it meets your needs and you

aspect of mobile phone contracts. I see this on a weekly basis,

are not an early adopter that always enjoys having the latest

where a good mobile phone salesman (who doesn’t understand

tech then stick with the phone you have.

either) makes the case that their deal includes say 15 Free
iPhones, versus the rival offer where no free phones are added.

If you do decide to get a new phone on contract that is “free”

The former usually wins the deal.

then the service contract will then be loaded with extra costs to
cover it. The easiest way is to look at some basic numbers.

Consumers and hence business users, where their company

Let’s say the Service Contract (known as Sim Only) part of the

pays, have been conditioned since the dawning of the industry

deal is £5pcm (let’s keep the numbers simple not necessarily

in the mid-90’s that phones are free and simply come with

realistic) but you want a £360 iPhone SE.

the contract. What you need to get your head around is that
when you are dealing with mobile phone purchases there are 2

•

24mths + £360 = £480

separate purchases happening:
•
1.

If you BUY the phone, then the total cost over 2 years is £5 x
If you get it “free” then the sim cost doesn’t jump to £20 to

Purchase 1: Services. You are buying the right to use the

give you the same £480- total, this is where you get robbed

mobile phone masts and signal provided by one of the 4 UK

blind and the sim cost becomes £25pcm, but you get

networks and your access to that network is controlled by

blinded by the “free” phone and you then spend £600 that’s

the sim card in your phone. So, if you like you are leasing/

25% higher and is not untypical.

renting in effect the sim card. This is the “Service Contract”
and covers your calls, texts, data and whatever other
benefits that contract might come with say access to the O2
lounge at the Arena in London etc.
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Would you take a loan out from your banking provider at
25% repayment over 2 years?

Funding & Cashflow

That’s the simple view. However for corporate fleets the

hardware fund or “free” hardware means you are effectively

networks and the dealers know how to make deals so complex

getting an off-balance sheet line of credit and you get to keep

you don’t truly know what you’re getting and can’t compare like

the cash in your account for longer. There is no right answer, as

with like very easily – some of the weapons in their arsenal

long as you understand what you are buying and the structure of

include:

the deal. What price is that cashflow worth to you, when is the

The counter argument is that when cash is king, having a

hidden APR too high?
•
•

Bump up the cost of the data bundle, minutes bundle, line
rental etc, but then give you a line rental discount.

OF course there is another way – outsource the procurement

Give you a large hardware fund pot but add a use it or lose

and fleet management to an expert.

it clause forcing you to spend it on new hardware instead of
having it paid out as cash.
•

Give you various free minutes and bespoke tariffs on say
Non-Geographic numbers, International Dialling, Roaming
Tariffs.

•

Different tariffs for different user types.

•

Instead of a single large data bundle of say 400Gb, they
might give 100 Extra sim cards each with say 4Gb of shared
data, giving an overall lower cost per sim on the deal. Which
is often the headline figure someone not involved might
look at to sign off on a deal.
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Procurement expertise when you need it.
Auditel was established to help organisations
make effective and informed procurement
decisions within a rapidly evolving market.
Today we are a strong network of over 100
procurement specialists and are continually
innovating our service as a leading procurement
and supply chain management consultancy.
Auditel’s procurement specialists work
alongside your existing Finance, Operational and
Procurement teams, providing the external help
your organisation requires, delivering business
transformation and a competitive advantage.
This is due to our vast expertise and detailed
knowledge of suppliers, and which of them can
deliver innovation and services at the most
competitive prices.
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